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1. Introduction

Preclinical research on animal models of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is very important for alerting the healthcare and scientific community and pharmaceutical companies of the existence of new or “forgotten” molecules. Most antirheumatics have side-effects when used in higher doses and/or within long-term dosage. Combinatory therapy is expected to have a higher efficacy without increased toxicity. Methotrexate (MTX) has become the main immunosuppressive substance used in the treatment of patients with RA. However, the use of MTX has to be limited due to its toxic manifestations, e.g. abdominal disorder, alopecia, oral ulcers, and cytopenia (Alarcon et al., 1989). Ineffectiveness of treatment can be also observed. In the survey of McKendry and Dale (McKendry & Dale, 1993), due to the risk of treatment, termination was substantiated in 75% of patients with RA taking MTX for 60 months. An adverse drug effect proved to be a more common reason for treatment termination (53%) compared to loss/lack of beneficial effect (22%), other reasons (16%), or lost of follow-up (9%). On the other hand, the therapeutic efficacy of MTX can be increased by combination with other synthetic drugs or inhibitors of TNF-α (Smolen et al., 2010). Application of biological therapy (antibodies or soluble receptors of TNF-α, IL-1 and IL-6) represents a great progress in the therapy of RA. Yet biological treatment is also frequently combined with MTX (Maini et al., 1998; Weinblatt et al., 1999). There are countless possibilities for combinations with MTX. Many substances were neglected when they failed to show good efficacy in monotherapy compared to standard antirheumatics. They would not get a second chance if the expected reduction of clinical parameters (mainly edema of joints) did not materialize, despite the fact that they improved many biochemical disease markers. Our research in the last years was focused on evaluation of new therapeutics for the combinations of the classical immunosuppressive treatment with immunomodulators and compounds affecting reduction/oxidation homeostasis. Development of drugs for the therapy of RA has been very intensive in recent years. Biological therapy targeted on neutralizing the effect of antiinflammatory cytokines, particularly TNF-α, IL-1 and IL-6, by using antibodies or soluble receptors provided a great progress in RA therapy. However, not even these expensive drugs are able to cure RA
definitely, although they remarkably inhibit the development of arthritis and improve the life quality of patients. Following treatment interruption, a fast development of RA occurs. Biological therapy also has adverse effects, such as development of resistance and secondary infections. For these reasons, the search for new drugs which could avoid these infections or suppress them is still an up-to-date problem. As already mentioned, the most frequently applied conventional drug for RA has been MTX. Its application is usually additional to the biological therapy or it is used in combination with other conventional drugs. Intensive immunosuppressive treatment with MTX or biological therapy adversely affects immunological homeostasis of the organism and increases the risk of infections. For these reasons, there is a search for alternative immunomodulatory approaches, which could minimize side effects of immunosuppressive therapy on cellular and humoral immunity. One possibility is represented by the combination of immunosuppressive and immunostimulatory substances or compounds regulating redox balance of the organism. Their application can establish immunological and redox homeostasis and increase resistance of the organism to infections.

The focus of this chapter is mostly on substances of natural origin possessing antiinflammatory, antioxidative or immunomodulating properties along with minimal side effects when administered to animals. The safety of long-term therapy of RA is very important, because patients with RA are usually treated for two or more decades. We describe our results obtained in adjuvant arthritis (AA) with endogenous antioxidants as carnosine and coenzyme Q₁₀, glucomannan and Imunoglukan®, as well as selected extracts and compounds from plants. These results will be confronted with results of other authors from preclinical and clinical studies. The aim is to present an overview of the potential of new compounds for the therapy of RA with the focus on approving their ability for combination therapy with methotrexate.

2. Adjuvant arthritis: An animal model for preclinical evaluation of new antirheumatics

In AA the injection of rats with complete or incomplete adjuvant induces polyarthritis, possibly by way of a mechanism involving heat shock proteins. Arthritis induced in rats with intradermal injection of adjuvants containing mycobacteria is an animal model often used for evaluation of potential antirheumatic drugs. This model is also a good methodological tool for investigation of pathological mechanisms in RA. An intradermal injection, into the base of the tail, with heat-killed *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* in incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA) results in destructive arthritis within 14 days in susceptible Dark Agouti or Lewis inbred rat strains. AA can also be induced with cell walls from other bacterial types in IFA, although the arthrogenicity varies (Joe et al., 1999). In many experiments, the induction of arthritis is achieved also with *Mycobacterium butyricum* in IFA (Akiyama et al., 2005; Bauerova et al., 2006, 2009). Basic clinical manifestations of AA are paw swelling, infiltration of mononuclear and polymorphonuclear phagocytes into joints, formation of pannus, periostitis and erosions of cartilage and bone (Williams et al., 1998). The intensity of AA development is described by so-called “basic clinical parameters”, i.e. arthritic score, hind paw edema, which are usually measured once a week over the whole duration of the experiment. Increased synthesis of TNF-α, IL-1 and IL-6 is detected as early as day four after adjuvant injection. The disease progresses rapidly over several weeks in what appears clinically to be a monophasic process. Granulocytes and autoreactive CD41
cells play major roles in the disease. Humoral immune mechanisms appear not to contribute to the disease process (Joe et al., 1999).

AA has been extensively used for pharmaceutical testing, and therefore much data exists for comparison in humans. While this model does not mimic perfectly the condition of human arthritis, it is easily reproducible, well defined and has proven useful for the development of new therapies for arthritis, as exemplified also by cytokine blockade therapies (Bendele et al., 1999). AA has been used in the evaluation of nonsteroidal inflammatory drugs, such as phenylbutazone and aspirin during the early 1960s, and later COX-2 inhibitors such as celecoxib were studied. AA in rats shares many features with human arthritis, including genetic linkage, synovial CD4+ cells and T cell dependence. On the contrary, one of the major differences between the AA model and human arthritis is simply that the inciting agent is known in the model, though the need for any specific antigen is controversial.

2.1 Markers applied in adjuvant arthritis

The parameters characterizing efficacy of the substances tested on the immunological, oxidative and inflammatory processes will be reported in this chapter. The spectrum of these parameters is suitable for the description of AA development and provides optimal possibilities for studying pharmacological influence of the substances tested as well as for the elucidation of the mechanisms of their action. In our laboratory, plasma and blood samples were collected regularly from animals in light anesthesia. Tissue samples were collected at the end of the experiment after sacrificing the anesthesised animals. The end of the experiment was mostly day 28 after injection of *Mycobacterium butyricum*. All characteristics monitored could be divided into three groups: clinical, biochemical and immunological parameters. For data interpretation and statistical analysis the data were expressed in terms of arithmetic mean ± S.E.M. In all cases the untreated arthritis group was compared with healthy control animals (*-symbol), the treated arthritis groups were compared with the untreated arthritis animals (+-symbol). For significance calculations the unpaired Student’s t-test (two samples unequal variance) was used with the following significance designations extremely significant (p < 0.001), highly significant (p < 0.01), significant (p < 0.05); not significant (p > 0.05).

2.1.1 Clinical markers
We monitored one basic clinical parameter: the hind paw volume (HPV). The HPV increase was calculated as the percentage increase in the HPV on a given experimental day relative to the HPV at the beginning of the experiment. The hind paw volume was recorded on days 1, 14, 21, and 28 with the use of an electronic water plethysmometer (UGO BASILE, Comerio-Varese, Italy). In one of our previous experiments, we confirmed that this clinical parameter became significantly modified starting around day 14 and its significant increase in comparison with healthy controls is maintained until the end of the experiment (Bauerova et al., 2007).

2.1.2 Biochemical markers
Numerous studies have suggested an important role of oxidative stress (OS) in the pathogenesis of RA (Bauerova & Bezek, 1999; Bohanec et al., 2009). Several clinical studies as well as preclinical studies using animal models of RA have documented an imbalance in the body’s redox homeostasis to a more pro-oxidative environment, suggesting that therapies
which restore the redox balance may have beneficial effects on the disease process. The role of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the etiology of RA is supported by numerous studies documenting that not only the damaging effects of ROS but also the role that ROS play in regulating various inflammatory processes contributes to the pathogenesis of the disease (Kunsch et al., 2005). The net effect of redox signaling is highly specific changes in gene expression and in the cellular phenotype. Therefore, by serving as second messengers, ROS/reactive nitrogen species are not only toxic agents but also mediators of physiological function (Giustarini et al., 2004; Poli et al., 2004). Considering these facts, we monitored parameters of OS together with the inflammatory marker plasma C-reactive protein (CRP). For the determination of rat plasma CRP concentration, the ELISA kit from Immunology Consultant Laboratories, Inc. (ICL) was used. CRP comparable to HPV was already significantly increased in arthritic rats on day 14 (Bauerova et al., 2010).

γ-Glutamyltransferase (GGT), as a non-specific marker of inflammation and OS, has been assessed in different cells and tissues of the lymphatic system — T-lymphocytes, macrophages, spleen and thymus tissue (Koner et al., 1997). The ectoenzyme form of GGT is not present on non-active peripheral T-lymphocytes, but its expression rises after activation of native T-lymphocytes. In other tissues, GGT is essential for "scavenging" glutathione metabolites (mostly γ-glutamyl) and their transport into cells, where GSH is synthesized de novo (Carlisle et al., 2003). GGT is an important component of inflammatory processes since its activity is closely connected with the overall antioxidant status of the organism. In our experiments, GGT in the joint from the hind paw (cartilage and soft tissue without bone) and in spleen tissue was determined at the end of the experiment, on day 28. The activity of GGT was measured by the method of (Orlowski & Meister, 1970), modified by (Ondrejickova et al., 1993). We found that the activity of GGT was approximately 3–6 times higher in AA animals than in healthy controls in the spleen and 1.4–2.3 times higher in the joint (Bauerova et al., 2006, 2008b, 2009; Sotnikova et al., 2009). We assume that the increased activity of GGT in AA is a result of elevated systemic OS. The finding that the GGT activity is also elevated in peripheral joint tissue is in good agreement with clinical studies of patients with RA who had increased levels of GGT not only in the serum and urine but also in synovial fluid (Rambabu et al., 1990). In one of our studies we showed a good correlation between GGT activity in joint tissue and the HPV of arthritic animals (Bauerova et al., 2006).

GGT expression has been detected in active lymphocytes that accumulate at the inflammation region, as observed in RA. Ishizuka et al. (2007) found that neutralizing antibodies against GGT had a therapeutic effect on joint destruction in collagen-induced arthritis in mice. Elevated expression and activity of GGT in joint tissue is a good marker for synovial inflammation and bone resorption. Substances able to reduce the activity and/or expression of GGT could be important for RA therapy. OS, a consequence of chronic inflammatory processes occurring in AA, increased after the experimental day 14, which was also the onset of clinical manifestations of the disease. OS increased the consumption of endogenous antioxidants in plasma and thus caused a lowering of the plasma antioxidant capacity, measured as the total antioxidant status with RANDOX® TAS kit (Bauerova et al., 2009, Mihalova et al., 2007). A frequently used marker of lipid peroxidation is malondialdehyde (MDA), assessed as an adduct with thiobarbituric acid (TBA). We used the substances reacting with thiobarbituric acid measured in plasma at 535nm (Brown & Kelly, 1996). Clinical studies have shown increased plasmatic levels of MDA in patients with RA (Baskol et al., 2005, 2006; Sarban et al., 2005). The level of MDA in the plasma of arthritic animals was also elevated (Bauerova et al., 2008b, 2009; He et al., 2006; Sotnikova et al., 2009);
Strosova et al., 2008, 2009; Tastekin et al., 2007). In recent years, methods based on chemiluminescence and fluorescence measurements have been widely used for determination of ROS, RNS and lipid peroxidation metabolites. Fluorescent protein adducts are derivatives formed by reaction of secondary metabolites of lipid peroxidation (especially HNE and MDA) with free amino groups of proteins (Aldini et al., 2007; Requena et al., 1996). In murine and human serum, albumin protein fraction was identified as the most fluorescent fraction of proteins (Tsuchida et al., 1985). Several authors have suggested that protein adducts with secondary metabolites of lipid peroxidation also have immunogenic properties and may play a significant role in the pathogenesis of auto-immune diseases including RA (Kurien et al., 2006; Tuma, 2002). This highlights the importance of monitoring these adducts in auto-immune, chronic inflammatory diseases. The presence of oxidative damage in AA plasma was evaluated in our experiments also by measurement of fluorescence adducts in plasma. Two types of aldehydes were measured: HNE and MDA adducts of proteins (Biasi et al., 1995; Tsuchida et al., 1985). In rat AA, we were the first to monitor the HNE and MDA protein adducts in a time profile (Ponist et al., 2010). The level of HNE adducts was slightly increased already on day 7. The maximal level of HNE adducts was reached on day 14, and then it slowly decreased to the control level (day 28). Similar changes were recorded in the level of MDA adducts during the experiment, except that they were still significantly elevated on day 21 (Ponist et al., 2010). The time course of lipid peroxidation measured by the MDA protein adducts resembles the temporal pattern of ROS production by phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) - stimulated neutrophils measured by chemiluminescence of whole blood of arthritic animals, with maximum on day 14 and 21 (Nosal et al., 2007). Recent evidence from animal models of RA emphasizes the importance of neutrophils in the initiation and progression of AA (Cross et al., 2006). There are multiple experimental studies dedicated to neutrophil-generated chemiluminescence of whole blood (Arnhold et al., 1994; Cedergren et al., 2007; Miesel et al., 1996) and of synovial fluid (Arnhold et al., 1994; Cedergren et al., 2007), depending on the disease severity in patients with RA. An increase in whole blood chemiluminescence (2-8 fold) was shown in RA patients compared with healthy volunteers (Miesel et al., 1996). The results published by Nosal (Nosal et al., 2007) are in good agreement with this finding. Arthritic animals had significantly elevated spontaneous chemiluminescence from the seventh experimental day until the end of experiment (day 28). Neutrophils in whole blood of AA animals reacted excessively to stimulation with PMA and produced 6–9 times more ROS. The development of AA in rats was also accompanied with an increase in blood neutrophil count when compared with control animals (Nosal et al., 2007). Oxidative damage to the tissues in AA was demonstrated - ROS levels in the joint and the spleen were analysed by chemiluminescence assessment (Drabikova et al., 2009). Measurements in the joint were completed by spectrophotometric analysis of myeloperoxidase activity in an experiment focused on evaluation of therapeutic effects of two stilbenoids in AA (Macickova et al., 2010). In this study, myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity in the hind paw joint homogenate of arthritic rats was approx. 3-times higher than in healthy controls. This finding is of importance as MPO is the most abundant enzyme in neutrophils. It is a marker of OS and ROS generated by MPO can deplete the NO level in vascular endothelium (Brennan & Hazen, 2003). MPO enhances the binding of leukocytes, including monocytes and neutrophils, to the endothelium (Johansson et al., 1997). Vascular endothelial cells are also capable of secreting various cytokines, which are potent chemoattractants for neutrophils. Both MPO and cytokines participate in the recruitment of cells into the area of
inflammation. Lefkowitz et al. (1999) reported that MPO may be an important mediator in the inflammatory response. Moreover, in the scale of systemic OS parameters, phagocytosis, oxidative burst and metabolic activity of rat granulocytes isolated from peripheral blood were monitored. Flow cytometric analysis was used for these measurements, according to the method published by Kronek et al. (2010) and modified for the model of AA (Bauerova et al., 2010a). Interestingly, increased production of ROS by neutrophils recorded by whole blood chemiluminiscence measurements emerged already in an early phase of disease, on the day 7. We therefore decided to investigate this finding more precisely using flow cytometry. Another reason was that the changes in neutrophils occur before the clinical parameter HPV starts to be increased. Due to arthritis, both phagocytosis and oxidative burst were already significantly increased on experimental day 7. Metabolic activity of neutrophils as the percentage of double positive cells (simultaneously phagocytotic and positive for oxidative burst) was decreased. This finding could be explained by an increased number of “arthritic” neutrophils, which are positive only for oxidative burst and therefore are not counted as double positive cells (Bauerova et al., 2010a). Further we analyzed in plasma the level of one of the most important endogenous antioxidants in rats – coenzyme Q9 (CoQ9). Significant changes in the levels of CoQ9 and/or CoQ10 have been noted in a wide variety of diseases in both animal and human studies. These changes may be caused by impairment in CoQ biosynthesis or excessive utilization of CoQ by the body, or any combination of these processes (Bauerova et al., 2008a; Littarru et al., 1991). In this experiment, we focused on evaluating the CoQ9 plasmatic levels as the dominant form of CoQ in rats. Its concentration is about 10 times higher than the concentration of CoQ10 (Dallner & Sindelar, 2000). In AA the arthritis process increases significantly the level of CoQ9 in comparison with healthy controls. Evidently, the arthritic processes stimulate the synthesis of CoQ9 and its transport to plasma. In addition to monitoring lipid peroxidation, also protein oxidation was followed up in AA. Arthritis, similarly to many other diseases, is accompanied by oxidative damage of plasma proteins induced by the action of free radicals. Protein carbonyls (aldehydes and ketones) are produced directly by oxidation or via reactions with other molecules generated by the oxidation process. The assay of protein carbonyls as biomarkers of OS in various diseases is with advantage used in diagnostics because of the relatively early formation and relative stability of carbonylated proteins (Dalle-Donne et al., 2003). The ability of certain compounds to reduce the amount of carbonyls is considered as one of the indirect proofs of their antioxidant activity. In our AA experiments, enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was used most frequently for quantitative determination of protein carbonyls in plasma (Buss et al., 1997). The first measurement of protein carbonyls in our experiments with AA was performed in a study with carboxymethyl (1/3)-b-D-glucan isolated from Saccharomyces cerevisiae administered to arthritic rats (Kogan et al., 2005). In this study, the content of carbonyls in the arthritic animals increased significantly in comparison with healthy controls and protein carbonyl determination in plasma was performed according to the method described by (Levine et al., 1990) and modified in agreement with the previously applied experimental conditions (Bauerova et al., 2002). Also in the following experiments with AA we found significant damage of proteins caused by oxidative stress accompanying arthritis (Bauerova et al., 2005b; Strosova et al., 2009). In addition to determination of protein carbonyls in plasma, we performed an assay of carbonyls in brain tissue and applied it as a marker of antioxidative properties of carnosine evaluated for monotherapy of AA (Ponist et al., 2011). Protein carbonyls in brain tissue homogenates were significantly elevated,
comparable to protein carbonyls in plasma. This novel finding emphasizes the systemic role of OS in chronic inflammatory diseases such as AA, with oxidatively modified proteins, not only in directly affected tissues (cartilage, bone and skeletal muscle).

2.1.3 Immunological markers

RA is associated with elevated levels of IL-1 in the synovium. IL-1 is closely related to inflammation and articular damage in several arthritis models and it is therefore generally accepted that IL-1 has a pivotal role in the pathophysiology of RA. In particular, IL-1 is a potent stimulator of synoviocytes, chondrocytes and osteoblasts. Moreover, IL-1 is a key mediator of synovial inflammation and pannus formation (Dinarello & Moldawer, 2002). It has a severe impact on different cell populations and exerts biological effects, e.g. increased synthesis of acute phase reactants. IL-1α is secreted by monocytes/macrophages activated via TNF-α and/or bacterial endotoxin. Furthermore, IL-1α markedly potentiates the toxic effect of TNF-α in animal experiments (Waage, et al., 1991). In the AA model used in our experiments, IL-1α was significantly increased in plasma on day 14 and also on day 28 (Bauerova et al., 2007, 2009; Bauerova et al., 2010a). The course of plasma levels of both pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1α and TNF-α in AA was very similar, with the maximum on day 14 and with decreasing levels on days 21 and 28 in comparison to day 14 (Bauerova et al., 2009). These results are of importance as TNF-α controls the gene expression of various cytokines and chemokines in different cell types engaged in the host immune response to infection and triggers the cascade of cytokines acting in the inflammatory response. The efficient biological activities of TNF-α include direct activation of T- and B-lymphocytes, macrophages, and natural killer cells, release of acute-phase proteins, and endothelial cell activation. The activated monocyte or macrophage represents the primary source for TNF-α, especially after IFN-γ priming. TNF-α is a key regulator of other pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1α, IL-6, and IL-8. Further, we followed the course of monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1) (Bauerova et al., 2009). This chemokine is mainly expressed by macrophages in response to a wide range of cytokines, e.g. TNF-α and IL-1. In this experiment, the significant maximum of MCP-1 plasma level measured on day 21 and the following decrease is in close association with kinetics of both TNF-α and IL-1α. According to the target cell specificity, MCP-1 was postulated to play a pathognomonic role in various diseases with monocyte cell infiltration. MCP-1 is a member of the CC chemokine subfamily that modulates monocyte chemotaxis both in vitro (Oppenheim et al., 1991) and in vivo (Rollins, 1996; Volejnikova et al., 1997). MCP-1 displays chemotactic activity for monocytes and basophils but not for neutrophils or eosinophils. Expression of MCP-1 has been detected in a number of pathologic conditions associated with monocyte aggregation, including atherosclerosis, arthritis, and glomerulonephritis (Rollins, 1996). The synovial fluid (SF) and serum MCP-1 concentrations are significantly higher in RA patients. This suggests that MCP-1 is mainly produced locally by activated cells, while it may exacerbate and sustain inflammation by attracting proinflammatory leukocytes, predominantly monocytes (Stankovic et al., 2009). Substances that can suppress the production of MCP-1 have shown beneficial effects in animal models of arthritis (Guglielmotti et al., 2002; Inoue et al., 2001). A completely different picture was revealed for IL-4. The level of this anti-inflammatory cytokine was increasing with time with the maximum observed on day 28 in AA animals (Bauerova et al., 2009). IL-4 is a pleiotropic cytokine produced by mature Th2 cells and mastocyte- and/or basophil-derived cells. IL-4 has marked inhibitory effects on the expression and release of monocyte-derived pro-inflammatory cytokines, e.g. IL-1, TNF-α,
3. Newer experimental therapies with antioxidants evaluated in AA

Oxygen metabolism has an important role in the pathogenesis of RA. ROS produced in the course of cellular oxidative phosphorylation and by activated phagocytic cells during oxidative bursts exceed the physiological buffering capacity and result in OS. The excessive production of ROS can damage proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and matrix components. They also serve as important intracellular signaling molecules that amplify the synovial inflammatory-proliferative response. Repetitive cycles of hypoxia and reoxygenation associated with changes in synovial perfusion are postulated to activate hypoxia-inducible factor-1α and nuclear factor-κB, two key transcription factors that are regulated by changes in cellular oxygenation and cytokine stimulation, and that in turn orchestrate the expression of a spectrum of genes critical to the persistence of synovitis. Understanding of the complex interactions involved in these pathways might allow the development of novel therapeutic strategies for RA (Hitchon & El-Gabalawy, 2004). Free radicals from oxygen metabolism destroy antioxidant systems (Harris, 2003). Researchers such as Heliovaara et al. (1994) have suggested that enzymatic and/or nonenzymatic antioxidant systems are impaired in RA. RA patients are therefore exposed to oxidant stress (Harris, 2003). Consequently, a number of different activities of antioxidant enzymes, such as superoxide dismutase, glutathione peroxidase, catalase, and glutathione reductase have been reported to be effective in treating RA (Blake et al., 1981; Mazetti et al., 1996; Shah & Vohora, 2002). Some other researchers found that RA patients were more inclined to lipid peroxidation because of the reduced antioxidant defense system (Rowley et al., 1984; Gambhir et al., 1997). The synovial fluids from patients with RA were found to present high levels of antioxidant damage (Miyata et al., 1998; Chapman et al., 1999). According to Babior (2000) reactive oxidants are essential tools for the pathogenesis of RA. There is widespread availability and interest in the use of antioxidant supplementation by patients with inflammatory arthritis, although proof of efficacy is modest. A traditional Mediterranean diet relatively high in antioxidants improved RA disease and functional status after 3 months compared with a standard ‘Western’ diet, although clinical improvement was not associated with any significant change in plasma levels of antioxidants (Heliovaara et al., 1994; Skoldstam et al., 2003). In a separate study of patients with RA, supplementation with the antioxidants vitamin A, E, and C increased plasma antioxidant levels with a corresponding decrease in MDA, a key marker of OS; however, a clinical response was not reported (Jaswal et al., 2003). Specific supplementation of oral vitamin E, the major lipid-soluble antioxidant in human plasma, erythrocytes, and tissue, had no effect on RA disease activity or indices of inflammation but did improve pain, suggesting a role in central analgesia mechanisms (Edmonds et al., 1997). Various forms of antioxidant therapy have demonstrated promising results in experimental arthritis models (Bandt et al., 2002; Cuzzocrea et al., 2000; Venkatraman & Chu, 1999).
As resulted also from our previous experiments (Bauerova et al., 2005a, 2005b, 2008a, 2008b, 2009, Drabikova et al., 2009; Drafi et al., 2010; Jancinova et al., 2009; Kogan et al., 2005; Macickova et al., 2010; Ponist et al., 2010; Sotnikova et al., 2009; Strosova et al., 2008, 2009), all performed in the AA model, substances with antioxidant properties have a high potency to be used in therapy of RA. They decreased the progression of AA when administered to rats with AA over the period of 28 days. For our experiments, we chose substances with antioxidative properties and low toxicity. These antioxidative substances were synthetic antioxidants, as pyridindol derivatives, and natural substances possessing antioxidative properties. We chose compounds and extracts isolated from plants, polysaccharides isolated from yeast and mushrooms and finally also endogenous antioxidants. An overview of some selected results is given below along with new unpublished data to provide complex information about administration of antioxidants in AA.

3.1 Natural substances isolated from plants

The world of plants is an unlimited source of compounds with healing effects, including antiinflammatory, antioxidative and immunomodulating properties. We chose some of them for our experiments with AA. Figure 1 compares all these plant ingredients concerning their effect on the basic clinical parameter – change of hind paw volume (HPV), together with selected parameters of OS as plasmatic TBARS and GGT assessed in spleen and joint tissue homogenates. We compared the effect of *Boswelia serrata* extract (Bo), *Arctostaphylos uva-ursi* extract (UV), *Zingiber officinale* extract (Zg) in combination with two previous extracts (Bo-UV-Zg), sesame oil in combination with *Arctostaphylos uva-ursi* extract (Bo-So), arbutin (Ar), curcumin (CU), Pycnogenol® (PYC) and two stilbenoids – pinoresinol (PIN) and pterostilbene (PTE). The compounds and extracts were all given per os in a single dose immediately after induction of AA and were administered daily until the end of the experiment – experimental day 28. The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Experimental Pharmacology and Toxicology and by the Slovak State Veterinary and Food Administration. AA was induced by a single intradermal injection of heat-inactivated *Mycobacterium butyricum* in incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI, USA) to male Lewis rats. The injection was performed near the tail base. All experiments included healthy animals (HC), arthritic animals not treated (AA), arthritic animals treated with the compounds/extracts studied. The oral daily doses used were 30 mg/kg b.w for AA-PIN and AA-PTE, 10 mg /kg b.w for A-PYC, 50 mg/kg b.w for AA-UV, AA-Bo, AA-Bo-So, AA-Ar and AA-CU, 50+25+25 mg/kg b.w for the mixture AA-Bo-UV-Zg and 0.1 ml/kg b.w. for sesame oil. For statistical analysis of the obtained data the same procedure was applied in all experimental cases. The data for all parameters are expressed as arithmetic mean ± S.E.M. For significance calculations unpaired Student’s *t*-test was used with *p*<0.05 (significant), **p*<0.01 (very significant), ***p*<0.001 (extremely significant). The arthritis group was compared with healthy control animals (*-symbol). The treated arthritis groups were compared with untreated arthritis (+-symbol). In each experimental group 8–10 animals were used. In Figure 1 the reduction of HPV and OS parameters is illustrated in relation to untreated arthritic rats (100% represented by dot-and-dash line). The situation for AA is complicated due to the dominant involvement of Th 1-driven autoimmune etiopathology. OS in this animal model occurs as a reaction to autoimmune processes. Under these conditions, control of OS is of secondary importance, although it could enhance immunomodulatory therapy of RA (Bauerova et al., 2011). Figure 1 clearly shows that plant-related treatment is not enough for successful improvement of
HPV (excluding pinosylvin) although some of the compounds and extracts tested (e.g. UV, Ar, Bo-So or Bo-UV-Zg) achieved a biochemical improvement in the body redox state expressed as reduction of plasmatic TBARS and GGT activity assessed in joint and spleen. Moreover, CU was found to be a potent inhibitor of neutrophil functions in experimental arthritis. AA was accompanied by an increased number of neutrophils in blood and by a more pronounced spontaneous as well as PMA stimulated chemiluminescence. Whereas the arthritis-related alterations in neutrophil count and in spontaneous chemiluminescence were not modified by CU, the increased reactivity of neutrophils to PMA was less evident in CU-treated animals. The effects of CU were comparable with those of methotrexate. CU was found to be a potent inhibitor of neutrophil functions (Jancinova et al., 2009). As neutrophils are considered to be cells with the greatest capacity to inflict damage within diseased joints, the observed effects could support the beneficial use of CU in RA treatment. Further the beneficial effect of sesame oil (So) administered alone on markers of OS accompanying AA was demonstrated not only by decrease of plasma TBARS, decrease of GGT activity in the joint and spleen tissues, but also the level of protein carbonyls, TAC in plasma and activity of NAGA in serum and in the kidney were improved, yet not significantly. In HPV the maximal increase was found on day 28 of AA, and at the same time we observed a

Fig. 1. Comparison of the effect of different plant treatments in adjuvant arthritis (AA) on reduction of hind paw volume (HPV) and on GGT (γ-glutamyltransferase) activity in spleen and joint and level of TBARS (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances) in plasma measured on experimental day 28. Changes in parameters are illustrated in relation to untreated arthritic rats (100% represented by dot-and-dash line). The data were expressed as arithmetic mean ± S.E.M. Statistical significance was evaluated applying Student’s t-test for independent variables: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001 compared to untreated arthritic animals. Boswellia serrata extract (Bo), Arctostaphylos uva-ursi extract (UV), Zingiber officinale extract (Zg), combination of three previous extracts (Bo-UV-Zg), sesame oil in combination with Arctostaphylos uva-ursi extract (Bo-So), arbutin (Ar), curcumin (CU), Pycnogenol® (PYC), pinosylvin (PIN) and pterostilbene (PTE).
significant decrease of aortic endothelium-dependent relaxation. Administration of So resulted in mild, non-significant decrease of hind paw swelling and in significantly increased acetylcholine-evoked relaxation of aorta (Sotnikova et al., 2009).

3.1.1 Pinosylvin and methotrexate combination in AA
PIN [3',5'-dihydroxystilbene] and PTE [3,5-dimethoxy-4'-hydroxystilbene] used in our experiments were synthesized and purified by Šmidrkal et al. (2010) and Harmatha et al. (2011). PIN and PTE are natural substances from the stilbenoid group, wide-spread in a variety of plants. They are chemically related to resveratrol. Both substances studied inhibited significantly the chemiluminescence (CL) of whole human blood and the CL of isolated human neutrophils (Perečko et al. 2008). The new information on the inhibitory effect of PIN and PTE on HPV, production of ROS and MPO activity suggests that the protective effect of PIN may be beneficial in controlling inflammation in experimental AA (Macickova et al., 2010). PIN was also the most effective in reducing HPV on day 28, when administered in the dose of 30 mg/kg b.w. per os (Fig. 1). According to these findings we chose PIN as a suitable candidate for combination therapy with methotrexate (MTX). In the combination AA-PIN+MTX, arthritic animals were treated twice a week with MTX in the oral dose of 0.4 mg/kg b.w. and daily with PIN in the oral dose of 50 mg/kg b.w. Monotherapy was performed with the same doses. In addition to the routine statistical analysis the combination treatment was compared to individual MTX treatment (#-symbol). In arthritic rats, PIN potentiated the antiarthritis effect of MTX on days 14 and 21, evaluated as decrease of HPV (Table 1). Activity of GGT in spleen homogenate (Table 2), plasma levels of MCP-1 and CRP (Table 3) were not improved by addition of PIN to MTX, due to the prominent effect of MTX alone on these parameters. Arthritic animals showed an increase in OS, evaluated as plasma levels of TBARS. PIN enhanced the antioxidant effect of MTX (Table 2) (Bauerova et al., 2010b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HPV (%)</th>
<th>Day 14</th>
<th>Day 21</th>
<th>Day 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>8.48 ±0.69</td>
<td>12.98 ±0.97</td>
<td>17.05 ±0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>33.68 ±5.22</td>
<td>87.24 ±7.50</td>
<td>81.62 ±7.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** ***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-PIN</td>
<td>26.30 ±2.61</td>
<td>86.02 ±4.56</td>
<td>84.03 ±5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** ***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-MTX</td>
<td>7.57 ±0.87</td>
<td>13.14 ±2.22</td>
<td>16.22 ±2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+++</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-PIN-MTX</td>
<td>4.34 ±0.79</td>
<td>7.49 ±1.14</td>
<td>11.44 ±1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+++ / ###</td>
<td>+++ / #</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Hind paw volume (HPV) changes in an experiment with methotrexate (MTX) and pinosylvine (PIN) in monotherapy and in combination therapy PIN+MTX measured in time profile. The data were expressed as arithmetic mean ± S.E.M. Statistic significace was evaluated applying Student’s t-test for independent variables: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001 compared to control healthy animals (CO); +P < 0.05, ++P < 0.01, and +++P < 0.001 compared to untreated arthritic animals (AA); #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01, and ###P < 0.001 compared to methotrexate monotherapy (AA-MTX).
Table 2. Plasma level of TBARS (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances) and activity of GGT (\(\gamma\)-glutamyltransferase) in spleen measured on experimental day 28 in an experiment with methotrexate (MTX) and pinosylvine (PIN) in monotherapy and in combination therapy PIN+MTX. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>AA-PIN</th>
<th>AA-MTX</th>
<th>AA-PIN-MTX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBARS (nmol/ml)</td>
<td>10.59±0.23</td>
<td>19.10±0.53</td>
<td>17.89±0.47</td>
<td>14.33±0.95</td>
<td>11.78±0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++/#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity of GGT in spleen (†)</td>
<td>19.977±1.843</td>
<td>90.45±4.52</td>
<td>85.90±4.07</td>
<td>37.38±2.95</td>
<td>35.47±1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† - nmol 4-nitroaniline /min /g tissue

Table 3. Plasma level of MCP-1 (monocyte chemotactic protein-1) and CRP (C-reactive protein) measured on experimental day 14 in an experiment with methotrexate (MTX) and pinosylvine (PIN) in monotherapy and in combination therapy PIN+MTX. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>AA-PIN</th>
<th>AA-MTX</th>
<th>AA-PIN-MTX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCP-1 (µg/ml)</td>
<td>6.896±0.438</td>
<td>14.089±1.159</td>
<td>9.470±0.603</td>
<td>8.446±0.616</td>
<td>8.316±0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP (µg/ml)</td>
<td>337.4±14.8</td>
<td>722.6±49.3</td>
<td>662.7±19.6</td>
<td>385.4±27.4</td>
<td>366.2±8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effect of PIN and MTX, applied separately or in combination, was further studied on spontaneous and stimulated chemiluminescence and neutrophil count in blood of arthritic rats. In rats treated with MTX, all the arthritis-induced changes were significantly reduced and this inhibition became more pronounced when MTX was applied along with PIN. MTX alone decreased neutrophil count, spontaneous and stimulated chemiluminescence by 28%, 41% and 43%, respectively, whereas in combination with PIN, it inhibited these parameters by 59%, 69% and 63%, respectively. Monotherapy with PIN failed to induce any detectable changes either in the number of neutrophils or in oxidant concentration (Jancinova et al., 2010).

RA is a common severe joint disease affecting all age groups. It is thus of great importance to develop new strategies for its treatment. As disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) often have side effects at high doses and/or during long-term administration, increased efficacy without increased toxicity is expected for combination therapy of RA. MTX, a folic acid antagonist, has become the predominant immunosuppressive agent used in the treatment of patients with RA (Williams et al., 1985). MTX acts mainly on actively proliferating cells during the S-phase of proliferation, suppresses macrophage function, modulates interleukin-1 (IL-1) and superoxide anion production, and inhibits neutrophil chemotaxis (Moreland et al., 1997). Furthermore, MTX treatment was shown to decrease synovial collagenase gene expression in patients with RA (Genestier et al., 2000). The effects of MTX in vivo may be mediated by reducing cell proliferation, increasing the rate of
apoptosis of T cells, increasing endogenous adenosine release, altering the expression of cellular adhesion molecules, influencing production of cytokines, humoral responses and bone formation (Wessels et al., 2008). The use of MTX has been limited by some of its toxic manifestations, such as abdominal discomfort, alopecia, oral ulcerations, and cytopenia (Alarcon et al., 1989). In this case a lowering of the dose could be beneficial and this could be achieved by combination therapy, for which we could recommend PIN, as indicated by the results of our studies.

3.2 Natural substances isolated from yeast and mushrooms

The control of inflammation in RA patients by natural and synthetic substances with anti-inflammatory and/or antioxidant and immunomodulatory effects, which are safe also during long-term administration, could become a relevant part of RA therapy. Modulation of OS accompanying RA can offer a new approach and crucially modify treatment of this disease. The key goal of this proposal will be the investigation of the combination of immunosuppressive therapy of MTX with immunomodulators-antioxidants with the aim to achieve enhancement of its efficacy in RA treatment, which would enable dosage reduction in clinical conditions and, consequently, decrease the frequency of occurrence of its dose-dependent side effects. Thus new ways of supplementary or combinatorial RA therapy are of great importance. The aim is to find an alternative or additive to classical RA therapy with natural molecules without side effects possessing immunomodulatory, antiinflammatory, and antioxidative properties.

In recent decades, polysaccharides isolated from botanical sources (mushrooms, algae, lichens, and higher plants) have attracted a great deal of attention in the biomedical arena because of their broad spectrum of therapeutic properties and relatively low toxicity (Tzianabos, 2000). Plant and mushroom polysaccharides reveal immunomodulatory effects that depend on polysaccharide structure and molecular weight (low molecular weight – inhibition, high molecular weight – activation) (Schepetkin & Quinn, 2006). Prokopova (Prokopova et al., 1993) were the first to describe a therapeutic effect of simple carbohydrates on AA. We were first to report on the protective antioxidant and antiinflammatory activities of carboxylated (1-3)-beta-D-glucan isolated from Saccharomyces cerevisiae in Lewis rats with AA (Kogan et al., 2005). Glucosamnans (GM) from Candida utilis were evaluated in the same model. The antiarthritic activity for cell-wall GM was associated with antioxidant activity in vivo (Bauerova et al., 2006; Mihalova et al., 2007). In the following experiment, the beneficial action of GM was revealed mainly in HPV decrease. Further a decrease of the activity of GGT in the spleen, hind paw joint and muscle tissue homogenates, decrease of the plasmatic activity of N-acetyl-beta-D-glucosaminidase (NAGA), and finally suppression of lysozyme and peroxidase activity assessed in peritoneal macrophages were observed in arthritic animals treated with GM. All these findings speak in favor of the antiinflammatory activity of GM. Moreover, a significant improvement of the arthritis induced suppression of total antioxidant status and decrease of the level of the arthritis-associated protein carbonyls in plasma were detected. In this experiment two doses of GM – 5 and 7.5 mg/kg b.w. were evaluated successfully. Peroral and intraperitoneal ways of administration were also compared (Bauerova et al., 2008b). In the following study, we tested the effect of GM in a higher dose of 15 mg/kg b.w. administered per os. On day 28 after Mycobacterium butyricum induced AA, GM was found to reduce HPV. Neutrophil count in whole blood was significantly increased on day 28 after induction of AA, yet GM in the dose of 15 mg/kg b.w. did not change it significantly. The spontaneous and PMA-induced CL was significantly increased in whole blood of rats with AA in comparison with healthy
controls. GM 15 mg/kg b.w. decreased spontaneous as well as PMA-stimulated CL. CL of spleen and joint in rats with AA was significantly increased in comparison with controls (3.38±1.07 mV/1mg wet weight vs. 1.33±0.16 mV/1mg wet weight, and 6.63±1.34 mV/100mg wet weight vs. 1.11±0.11 mV/100mg wet weight). GM significantly decreased CL of joints, while CL of the spleen was not affected by GM. The obtained results showed that GM reduced ROS generation in arthritic rats. The predominant decrease of extracellular ROS production suggests a protective effect of GM against tissue damage, especially in the hind paw joint of arthritic rats (Drabikova et al., 2009).

Further we decided to compare the effect of GM to Imunoglukan®, a beta-(1,3/1,6)-D-glucan (IMG), which was isolated from Pleurotus ostreatus. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the effect of GM and IMG on HPV as well as on OS parameters. GM was tested in two doses: 7.5 (GM1) and 15 mg/kg b.w (GM2). IMG was evaluated also in two doses: 1 (IMG1) and 2 mg/kg b.w. (IMG2). The experimental and statistical design was the same as described in section 3.1. of this chapter. Both GM as IMG were effective in reducing HPV and improving the oxidative status. As no clear dose dependency was shown, we chose for the next experiment higher doses with the aim to detect the more effective immunomodulator for combinatory therapy with MTX. The experiment included healthy intact animals as reference controls (CO), arthritic animals without any drug administration (AA), and arthritic animals with the administration of GM (AA-GM) in the oral daily dose of 15 mg/kg b.w. and of IMG (AA-IMG) in the oral daily dose of 2 mg/kg b.w. Table 4 shows that as to the capability of lowering the HPV no differences between GM and IMG were found. However, as to the antioxidant potential expressed as a more prominent decrease of

Fig. 2. Comparison of the effect of different glucomannan (GM) and Imunoglukan® (IMG) doses used as monotherapy in adjuvant arthritis (AA) on hind paw volume (HPV), GGT (γ-glutamyltransferase) activity in spleen and joint and level of TBARS (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances) in plasma measured on experimental day 28. Changes in parameters are illustrated in relation to untreated arthritic rats (100% represented by dot-and-dash line). For statistical analysis of data see Fig. 1.
TBARS accompanied with a more pronounced increase of TAS measured in plasma on day 28, IMG was more effective than GM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>AA-GM</th>
<th>AA-IMG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPV (%)</td>
<td>17.20±1.81</td>
<td>91.45±10.61</td>
<td>66.57±3.84</td>
<td>54.50±7.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS (mmol/l)</td>
<td>1.02±0.21</td>
<td>0.52±0.20</td>
<td>0.89±0.18</td>
<td>1.16±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBARS (nmol/ml)</td>
<td>3.50±0.20</td>
<td>5.90±0.20</td>
<td>5.70±0.30</td>
<td>4.70±0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Changes in hind paw volume (HPV), plasmatic TAS (total antioxidant status) and plasmatic TBARS (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances) in an experiment with glucomannan (GM) and Imunoglukan® (IMG) measured on experimental day 28. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

The good antioxidative and antiinflammatory effect of IMG stimulated us to study in a more complex way its effect on the course of the main cytokines/chemokines in AA. Daily administration of IMG suppressed significantly the levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1α (Table 5) and TNF-α (Table 6) on all days monitored. Moreover, the observed...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IL-1α (pg/ml)</th>
<th>Day 14</th>
<th>Day 21</th>
<th>Day 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>186.44±77.42</td>
<td>N.M.</td>
<td>N.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>732.90±128.56</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>588.58±272.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-IMG</td>
<td>339.80±117.40</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>168.88±38.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.M. - not measured

Table 5. Plasma level of IL-1α (interleukin-1α) in an experiment with Imunoglukan® (IMG) analyzed in time profile. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TNF-α (pg/ml)</th>
<th>Day 14</th>
<th>Day 21</th>
<th>Day 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>59.64±13.58</td>
<td>N.M.</td>
<td>N.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>202.10±26.23</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>100.15±28.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-IMG</td>
<td>98.58±27.43</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>49.50±4.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.M. - not measured

Table 6. Plasma level of TNF-α (tumor necrosis factor-α) in an experiment with Imunoglukan® (IMG) analyzed in time profile. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.
inhibitory effect of IMG became stronger with time. After IMG treatment, the MCP-1 level was also decreasing significantly on days 14 and 21 (Table 7). The time course of the MCP-1 level was found to be comparable for treated and untreated arthritis animals. The level of cytokine IL-4 was increasing with time – the maximum was observed on day 28 in AA animals. IMG exerted probably an indirect time dependent inhibitory effect on this cytokine (Table 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCP-1 (pg/ml)</th>
<th>Day 14</th>
<th>Day 21</th>
<th>Day 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>229.44±4.87</td>
<td>N.M.</td>
<td>N.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>360.62±11.26</td>
<td>555.92±98.22</td>
<td>363.28±89.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-IMG</td>
<td>187.42±28.06</td>
<td>363.28±89.57</td>
<td>287.42±108.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.M. - not measured

Table 7. Plasma level of MCP-1 (monocyte chemotactic protein-1) in an experiment with Imunoglukan® (IMG) analyzed in time profile. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IL-4 (pg/ml)</th>
<th>Day 14</th>
<th>Day 21</th>
<th>Day 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>10.50±4.90</td>
<td>N.M.</td>
<td>N.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>25.00±10.75</td>
<td>31.78±11.26</td>
<td>40.43±4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-IMG</td>
<td>23.05±4.50</td>
<td>10.15±4.15</td>
<td>7.70±3.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.M. - not measured

Table 8. Plasma level of IL-4 (interleukin-4) in an experiment with Imunoglukan® (IMG) analyzed in time profile. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

On the basis of all the obtained results with GM and IMG, we finally chose IMG for combinatory treatment of AA with MTX.

3.2.1 Imunoglukan® and methotrexate combination in AA

The study of Rovensky et al. (Rovensky et al., 2011) was focused on the effect of IMG on inflammatory and arthritic markers in rats with AA during basal treatment with MTX. The treatment was prophylactic, which means that the animals were treated immediately after administration of the adjuvant, with the same design as used in our previous experiments. The results of our investigation confirmed the already reported effect of MTX treatment in rats with AA (Connolly et al., 1988; Welles et al., 1985). MTX at a dose of 1 mg/kg/week (0.5 mg/kg twice a week) suppressed but did not prevent arthritis development. In our study, MTX significantly suppressed the hind paw swelling and decreased arthrogram scores. IMG alone decreased both the hind paw swelling and the arthrogram on days 21 and 28. The remarkable finding was that IMG potentiated the beneficial effect of MTX; reduction of hind paw swelling and arthrogram scores on days 21 and 28 were more significant compared to
the rats treated with MTX alone. Hetland et al. (1998) showed that β-glucan reduced growth of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* in macrophage cultures and had a protective effect against *Mycobacterium bovis*, BCG infection in BALB/c mice (Hetland & Sandven, 2002). Certain microbes, fungi and viruses led to the generation and activation of autoimmune T cells resulting in the development of a particular autoimmune disease in genetically susceptible individuals. Thus IMG, an effective activator of the immune system may also be beneficial in humans in preventing or eliminating bacterial infections, which are known to induce reactive arthritis. In our studies, we tested the pure β-glucan - Imunoglukan® isolated from *Pleurotus ostreatus*. This β-glucan decreased arthritis development in rats and had an additional and beneficial effect to that of MTX treatment.

### 3.3 Endogenous antioxidants

Inflammation is one of the leading causes of mortality in the western world. Much evidence suggests a major role for dysregulation of the immune response to toxic stress (Itoh et al., 2003; Lynn & Golenbock, 1992). The intensive production of ROS associated with inflammation generally results in OS (Macdonald et al., 2003). Under conditions of high OS, the abilities of cells to eliminate ROS become exhausted, and dietary sources of antioxidants are required (Novoselova et al., 2009). We studied two important endogenous antioxidants - coenzyme Q$_{10}$ (CoQ) and carnosine (CARN) as supplementary therapy in AA with the aim to contribute to the alternatives for dietary complementary healing of RA. In Figure 3, two dose of CoQ - 20 (CoQ1) and 200 mg/kg b.w. (CoQ2) are compared with one dose of CARN – 150 mg/kg b.w. The experimental and statistical design was the same as described in section 3.1.

![Fig. 3. Comparison of the effect of carnosine (CARN) and two different doses of coenzyme Q$_{10}$ (CoQ) used as monotherapy in adjuvant arthritis (AA) on hind paw volume (HPV), GGT (γ-glutamyltransferase) activity in spleen and joint and level of TBARS (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances) in plasma measured on experimental day 28. Changes in parameters are illustrated in relation to untreated arthritic rats (100% represented by dot-and-dash line). For statistical analysis of data see Fig. 1.](www.intechopen.com)
Both antioxidants tended to improve HPV (not significantly) and significantly corrected the parameters of OS. No dose dependency was shown with exception of CoQ influence on GGT in spleen. In the next experiments we evaluated CARN in monotherapy of AA and CoQ in the lower dose for combinatory therapy with MTX in AA. The obtained results are described below.

### 3.3.1 Carnosine in monotherapy of AA
Carnosine (CARN) is a dipeptide consisting of β-alanine and L-histidine. It was shown to be a specific constituent of excitable tissues of all vertebrates accumulating in amounts exceeding that of ATP (Boldyrev & Severin, 1990). The antioxidant capacity of this compound is well documented, as well as its pH buffering, osmoregulating, and metal-chelating abilities (Boldyrev, 1990). A potentially useful characteristic of CARN is its ability to act as an anti-glycating agent (Boldyrev, 2002; Boldyrev, 2005; Hipkiss et al., 1998; Hipkiss & Brownson, 2000), to quench superoxide anion and hydroxide radical (Pavlov, et al. 1993; Rubtsov et al., 1991) and to neutralize 4-hydroxy-nonenal (HNE) and other toxic aldehydes (Aldini et al., 2002, 2011, Liu et al., 2003). In order to study the efficiency of carnosine as geroprotector, senescence accelerated mice (SAM), which have increased levels of ROS and deficiency of antioxidant capacity, was used (Boldyrev et al., 2001; Yuneva et al., 2002). CARN decreased the content of protein carbonyls and lipid peroxides in their blood, demonstrating normalization of oxidative metabolism in SAM tissues as a cause of increased life span. Oxygen metabolism has an important role in the pathogenesis of RA. ROS produced in excessive amounts under some pathological states, exceed the physiological ROS buffering capacity and result in OS. Excessive production of ROS can damage proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and matrix components (Bauerova & Bezek, 1999). With respect to this fact we evaluated CARN in AA. The aim of this study was to assess whether administration of CARN in AA would ameliorate inflammation and disease progression. CARN beneficially affected the clinical parameter HPV in the model of AA measured in time profile (days 14, 21 and 28), significantly on day 14 (Table 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HPV (%)</th>
<th>Day 14</th>
<th>Day 21</th>
<th>Day 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>8.81±1.91</td>
<td>11.67±2.54</td>
<td>13.09±2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>40.84±4.53***</td>
<td>91.32±6.00***</td>
<td>88.42±5.44***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-CARN</td>
<td>23.58±4.88+</td>
<td>72.76±12.91</td>
<td>74.19±9.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Hind paw volume (HPV) changes in an experiment with carnosine (CARN) evaluated as monotherapy in time profile. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

Activity of GGT in joint was significantly reduced by CARN administration (Table 10). Markers of redox imbalance in plasma (TBARS, and protein carbonyls) were significantly decreased (Table 10). Protein carbonyls in brain tissue homogenates were significantly elevated and were decreased by CARN to control values (Table 10). The reduction of immunological markers of inflammation (IL-1α and MCP-1) in plasma by CARN is a result supporting its anti-inflammatory activity (Table 11).
In the present experiment, the GGT activity was elevated in peripheral joint tissue. This finding is in good agreement with clinical studies of patients with RA who had increased levels of GGT not only in serum and urine but also in synovial fluid (Rambabu et al., 1990). CARN effectively reduced the activity of GGT in joint. Administration of CARN lowered the level of secondary products of lipid peroxidation in plasma measured as TBARS. Cheng (Cheng et al., 2011) showed that CARN, but not other conventional antioxidants, could protect neurons against MDA-induced injury through decomposition of protein cross-linking and may serve as a novel agent in the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases. The “anti-carbonyl” effect of CARN administration was also evidenced by other authors (Aldini et al., 2010).

![Table 10](image)

Table 10. Activity of GGT(γ-glutamyltransferase) in joint, plasmatic TBARS (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances), and protein carbonyls in plasma and brain measured on experimental day 28 in an experiment with carnosine (CARN) evaluated as monotherapy. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

We found that CARN was effective in decreasing protein carbonyls in plasma as well as in brain tissue homogenate of arthritic rats. These findings might provide, at least partially, an explanation for the antiinflammatory activity of CARN in chronic autoimmune disease, such as RA. The action of CARN resulted in decreased systemic inflammation in AA, monitored by plasmatic level of proinflammatory cytokine IL-1α and chemokine MCP-1. CARN was also effective in reducing the MCP-1 level in plasma in our experiment, suggesting that it may have a good potential in the treatment of chronic inflammatory diseases including RA where IL-1 and MCP-1 are involved.
Table 11. IL-1α (interleukin-1α) and MCP-1 (monocyte chemotactic protein-1) measured on experimental day 28 in an experiment with carnosine (CARN) evaluated as monotherapy. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>AA-CARN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL-1α (pg/ml)</td>
<td>47.55±3.63</td>
<td>70.5±5.94</td>
<td>49.87±4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP-1 (pg/ml)</td>
<td>5345.70±734.30</td>
<td>7946.50±878.70</td>
<td>5422.00±658.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Coenzyme Q10 in combination with MTX in AA

Based on our results with mitochondrial energetics modification and the observed anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects (Bauerova et al., 2005a, 2008a; Gvozdjakova et al., 2004; Ponist et al., 2007), we chose CoQ10 as a candidate for combinatory therapy of RA. Patients with RA often suffer muscle weakness and atrophy. It is assumed that progressive muscle atrophy in RA patients is caused by damaged myofibrils and impaired mitochondria (De Palma et al., 2000). Disruption of mitochondrial bioenergetics caused by free radicals is involved in the development of myopathies. OS-caused alteration of mitochondrial functions can manifest in different manners (Cardoso et al., 1999). Leakage of free radicals from the respiratory chain leads to damaged mitochondrial membrane, proteins, DNA and inhibits oxidative phosphorylation (Luft, 1995; Miesel et al., 1996). Maneiro et al. (2003) found inhibition of functions of complex II and III of the respiratory chain and higher frequency of energetically “exhausted” mitochondria in chondrocytes of patients with osteoarthritis compared to healthy donors. In light of these findings, we decided to support the impaired mitochondrial functions by CoQ10 supplementation and thus to reduce the increased OS in AA. Some evidence from the literature showed that antirheumatic therapies which increased the level of CoQ10 were able to slow down RA progression (Comstock et al., 1997; Knekt et al., 2000; Kucharska et al., 2005). The hind-paw muscle of arthritic animals lies very close to the inflamed joint and could be also sensitive to joint inflammation (Ponist et al., 2007). Moreover, AA is a systemic inflammatory disease and we might also expect impairment in myocardial mitochondrial functions. We found that the reactions of skeletal muscle and myocardium muscle on CoQ supplementation in AA were different, which was not so surprising in view of their different structure and functions in the organism (Gvozdjakova et al., 2007). The results with solubilized CoQ10 (water-soluble form) indicated its therapeuthic effect in the experimental model of AA (Bauerova et al., 2005a, 2008a; Gvozdjakova et al., 2004; Ponist et al., 2007). These findings are of potential significance in the treatment of patients with RA.

The aim of the present study was to examine the combined effect of CoQ10 and MTX on the progression of AA. For this purpose, we used monitoring of HPV along with evaluation of OS and inflammation markers assessed in plasma and tissues. The experiments included healthy animals (CO), arthritic animals not treated (AA), arthritic animals treated with coenzyme Q10 (AA-CoQ), arthritic animals treated with methotrexate (AA-MTX), and arthritic animals treated with the combination of CoQ10 and methotrexate (AA-MTX+CoQ). The two latter groups received a daily oral dose of 20 mg/kg b.w. of CoQ10 either alone or with methotrexate in the oral dose of 0.3 mg/kg b.w. twice a week. AA-MTX was performed as a reference treatment. CoQ10 supplementation to arthritis animals slightly decreased the HPV on all experimental days (Table 12). In the present
study, the decreasing effect of MTX monotherapy on hind paw swelling was evident on all monitored days (Table 12). The significance of this effect was a confirmation of its well known antiarthritic effect, which we proved also previously on the AA model (Jurcovicova et al., 2009; Nosal et al., 2007; Rovensky et al., 2009). As shown in Table 12, the combination therapy was the most effective in decreasing the HPV of arthritic animals on all experimental days selected. Moreover, for day 14, we found a statistically significant difference between MTX monotherapy and its combination with CoQ\textsubscript{10}. These promising clinical results were further completed by measurements of HNE- and MDA-protein adducts and protein carbonyls in plasma (Table 13). Changes in all groups with arthritis were calculated with respect to the control value assessed for healthy control animals on experimental day 28. The dashed line represents the value of control as 100%. We obtained a good agreement of HPV with the parameters of OS: the effect was increasing in the order CoQ\textsubscript{10} alone, MTX alone, combination of CoQ\textsubscript{10} and MTX. The most pronounced effect found for the combination of MTX and CoQ\textsubscript{10} was significant for all OS parameters compared with non-treated arthritic animals. Moreover, the combination decreased all parameters close to the control group values, being more effective than the individual substances (Table 13).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HPV (%)</th>
<th>Day 14</th>
<th>Day 21</th>
<th>Day 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>6.228±0.942</td>
<td>13.64±1.891</td>
<td>14.874±1.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>42.411±7.411</td>
<td>81.083±7.901</td>
<td>68.629±8.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-CoQ</td>
<td>28.094±4.515</td>
<td>77.635±3.599</td>
<td>59.949±6.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-CoQ+MTX</td>
<td>4.965±1.026</td>
<td>12.552±2.328</td>
<td>19.571±2.426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. Hind paw volume (HPV) changes in an experiment with coenzyme Q\textsubscript{10} (CoQ) and methotrexate (MTX) evaluated as monotherapy and combination therapy (CoQ+MTX) in time profile. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

As shown in Table 14, the arthritis process increases significantly the level of CoQ\textsubscript{9} in comparison with healthy controls. The effect of therapy on this phenomenon unveils a picture comparable to that found for other OS parameters (Table 13). The combination therapy was again the most effective and significant in comparison to the untreated arthritis group and the improvement was on the level of CO (Table 14). Table 14 shows also that the effects of the given treatments on the AA-increased IL-1\textsubscript{elijke} levels are very close to the effects illustrated in table 13. The improving effect on the increased cytokine plasmatic levels is raising in the order CoQ\textsubscript{10}, MTX and CoQ\textsubscript{10}+MTX. Furthermore, a statistically significant difference was found between MTX monotherapy and its combination with CoQ\textsubscript{10}. For the local inflammatory parameter — the activity of GGT in joint homogenate — an approximately double increase was recorded on comparing arthritic animals with CO (Table 14). The treated groups presented similar results as already described for IL-1\textsubscript{alie}. All these findings suggest that the cycles of GGT and CoQ are not directly coupled.
Table 13. Protein carbonyls, HNE (4-hydroxynonenal) and MDA (malondialdehyde)-protein adducts levels in plasma measured on experimental day 28 in an experiment with coenzyme Q₁₀ (CoQ) and methotrexate (MTX) evaluated as monotherapy and combination therapy (CoQ+MTX). Changes in all groups with arthritis were calculated compared to the control value assessed for healthy control animals on experimental day 28. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>AA-CoQ</th>
<th>AA-MTX</th>
<th>AA-CoQ+MTX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL-1α (pg/ml)</td>
<td>42.95±7.88</td>
<td>87.11±8.52</td>
<td>67.76±13.59</td>
<td>38.27±4.21</td>
<td>14.83±0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity of GGT in joint (†)</td>
<td>9.38±0.76</td>
<td>16.08±0.96</td>
<td>16.16±1.07</td>
<td>6.83±1.21</td>
<td>9.60±1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoQ₁₀ in plasma (nmol/l)</td>
<td>154±7.70</td>
<td>241±21.28</td>
<td>189±16.51</td>
<td>209±21.75</td>
<td>158±12.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† - nmol 4-nitroaniline / min / g tissue

Table 14. GGT (γ-glutamyltransferase) activity in joint, IL-1α (interleukin-1α) and CoQ₁₀ (coenzyme Q₁₀) levels in plasma measured on experimental day 28 in an experiment with coenzyme Q₁₀ (CoQ) and methotrexate (MTX) evaluated as monotherapy and combination therapy (CoQ+MTX). For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

The functionality of peripheral blood neutrophils in AA was evaluated by phagocytosis, oxidative burst and metabolic activity (Table 15). Both phagocytosis and oxidative burst were increased due to arthritis. The immunosuppressive effect of MTX was demonstrated in lowering all characteristics of the functionality of peripheral blood neutrophils, not only in comparison with arthritis but also with CO. The addition of CoQ₁₀ to MTX modulated all processes back to the level of CO. The observed immunoenhancing activity of CoQ₁₀ may prove beneficial in MTX routine treatment. In this experiment, flow cytometric determination of the functionality of neutrophils was first applied for an experimental model on rats.
Table 15. Functional parameters of neutrophils measured on experimental day 7 in an experiment with coenzyme Q\textsubscript{10} (CoQ) and methotrexate (MTX) evaluated as monotherapy and combination therapy (CoQ+MTX) of AA. For statistical analysis of data see table 1.

In summary, combined administration of CoQ\textsubscript{10} and MTX suppressed arthritic progression in rats more effectively than did MTX alone. This finding may become a beneficial contribution to the treatment of RA. Restoration of redox homeostasis in chronic inflammatory diseases may be of significant importance in new therapeutic strategies.

### 4. Conclusion

In the past our research team, using the AA model, has monitored OS and inflammation in time course using different clinical and biochemical/immunological markers, and at the same time we have assessed the efficacy of the administered experimental substances with regard to their ability to reduce OS and inflammatory processes. In our experiments on AA rats we observed a beneficial effect of administration of low molecular weight antioxidants (coenzyme Q and carnosine), high molecular weight immunomodulators/antioxidants (glucomannan, Imunoglukan\textsuperscript{®}) and compounds related to plants (curcumin, arbutin, pinosylvin, sesame oil, and extracts from *Boswellia serrata*, *Arctostaphylos uva-ursi* and *Zingiber officinale*).

In light of these results, we proceeded in the search for the most suitable therapeutic substance (an antioxidant/immunomodulator) with the ability to improve the therapy of RA with MTX. The aim was to find a potential enhancement of the antirheumatic effect of MTX in particular combinations compared to monotherapy. Carnosine, coenzyme Q, pinosylvin and Imunoglukan\textsuperscript{®} were selected for assessment of a combinatorial therapy with MTX. The already performed experiments on arthritic rats with pinosylvin, Imunoglukan\textsuperscript{®} and coenzyme Q confirmed the hypothesis about the beneficial effect of adding a suitable immunomodulator/antioxidant to the therapy with MTX. Final safety and efficacy of these approaches calls for further more detailed research not only in preclinical but also in clinical conditions.
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